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1. INTRODUCTION

Particle methods require new approaches to traditional numerical procedures used in mesh-based codes.
Primarily, the absence of a background spatial mesh means that new integration points (neighbors) must
be found each computational cycle. Aller the neighbor set has been deterrnine~ spatial derivatives of
field variables must be computed (without the aid of a mesh) and quantities advanced in time. For
treatment of shocks it is necessary to formulate an artificial viscosity that will smear the discontinuity
across a few particles without undue dissipation in transverse directions. Solutions to these three issues
are presented as follows: Seetion 2 describes the “Interior Hull” technique for finding a robust neighbor
set, even in regions of large rmisotropy in the particle arrangement. Seetion 3 discusses a method for
computing derivatives that ensures consistency and stability. Section 4 introduces a tensor formulation of
the artificial viscous stress that is effective in treating shocks as well as reducing spurious noise. Some
example calculations illustrating the effectiveness of the tectilques are presented in Section 5, and
conclusions are stated in Section 6. We emphasize that all three procedures (neighbors, derivatives,
viscosity) are conceptually simple, robust, and easily expendable to higher dimensions.

2. NEIGHBORS

Most formulations of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPI$ have used a neighbor set restricted to a
spherical region with a radius equal to some multiple of the original or current particle spacing. This
approach has worked reasonably well for neighborhoods consisting of many particles and for moderate
deformations that leave the particle arrangement approximately isotropic. Refinements of SPH and other
particle methods now produce accurate derivatives on a minimal set of neighbors and, in fact, best
simulate shock waves with the least dispersion and dissipation across pair-wise differences. In addition,
large shear deformation and directional compression or extension problems can lead to highly anisotropic
particle arrangements that are accurately simulating actual material deformations. Isotropic neighbor
searches then produce an excessive number of neighbors but with the neighbors concentrated in certain
directions if the radius of search is sufficiently large to get neighbors in all directions. Otherwise, if the
neighborhood is kept small, particles may be lost from the neighbor set in certain directions leading to
loss of communication with a directional bias (sometimes called numerical ilacture). The foregoing
discussion is meant to justi~ the considerable effort expended to develop a robust method that finds
neighborhoods in arbitrary particle arrangements. The following attributes were soughti (a) Produce a
neighbor set that results in accurate derivatives in all directions regardless of deformation; (b) Minimize
the neighbors in all directions so that essentially a shell of neighbors one particle thick is produce~ (c)Be
simple, fret-running, and easily expendable from 2D to 3D; and (d) Avoid tessellating or meshing the
particles.

We have experimented with various geometric exclusion methods for choosing neighbor sets. These
methods have produced moderately satisfactory results, but tend to be very sensitive to parameters
controlling the shape of the exclusion regions. The method described here uses an inverse mapping
(which turns the candidate neighbor set inside out) and then applies a convex hull algorithm to the
mapped set of particles to determine an inner shell of neighbors in the original geometry. Fast convex hull
algorithms are known in 2 and 3 dimensions. The form of the inverse mapping is used to affect the details
of neighbor choice.
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The relative position vectors xaij= xaj– xai locate the potential neighbors “j” with respect to a particle “i”
whose neighbor set is sought. The potential neighbors can initially be any large set of particles in the
vicinity of particle “i”, but for production calculations it is computationally advantageous to take a set as
small as possible. Using the previous time step neighbor set plus neighbors of neighbors (actually, if we
seek the velocity point neighbors of a stress point, then the velocity point neighbors of stress point
neighbors of velocity point neighbors of the original stress point) suffices to allow an evolution of the
neighborhood even for very severe deformations. The neighbor positions xo with respect to “i” are fien
mapped with the inverse mapping

(1)

This turns the neighbor set inside out and maps the point “i” to infinhy. Thus, particles that might
constitute a good minimal neighborhood of “i” are now on the outer periphery of the potential neighbor
set in the mapped space. This is shown in Figure 1 along with the convex hull in the mapped space and
the return mapping of the hull to the original space. In the original space (Figure la), the mapping of the
convex hull appears as the outer periphery of the clustered circular (spherical in 3D) bubbles. There are
two problems with this method as stated so far. First is the tendency of this isotropic mapping (1) to
provide too many neighbors in a highly anisotropic particle arrangement an~ thus, we provide very little
advantage over previous methods. The second problem is that if the particle “i” is a boundary particle
then the potential neighbor set is one-sided in both spaces and the convex hull will find extraneous and
undesirable neighbors. These problems are addressed below.
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Figure 1. Inversemapping and use of convexhull for neighborselection.

We would like a mapping that accounts somehow for the anisotropy of the neighbor set. To do this define
the anisotropy tensor as Aa~=~xati xpij/ jm where the sum is just over the current neighbor set j=l,.. .~~~
of the particle “i”. This tensor is similar to the moment of inertia tensor for a set of unit point masses. A
linear transformation of the coordinates can be found that makes the anisotropy tensor isotropic
(spherically symmetric). Just rotate to the principal axes of A and scale by the square roots of its
eigenvalues. However, performing this transformation before using the inversion and defining neighbors
as the points on the convex hull is also not satisfactory because, although the number of neighbors is
reduced to an acceptable value, neighbors are not replaced with nearer ones even with large distortions.
Thus a compromise consisting of scaling the coordinates in the directions of the principal axes of A by the
a blend of the square roots of its eigenvalues (anisotropic scaling) and the mean of the square roots of the
eigenvalues (isotropic scaling). A blend of three parts of the anisotropic scaling and one part of the
isotropic scaling has proven satisfactory. This leaves sufficient anisotropy to allow exchange of neighbors



and solves the problem of finding too many points on the convex hull. This approach has been found to
work well by maintaining a neighbor set that somewhat deforms with the material, but switches neighbors
when the deformation dictates that a more compact neighbor set is available. Examples of neighborhood
evolution under extreme deformation are shown in [1].

The problem with neighborhoods of boundary particles is also addressed in [1] and will be briefly
discussed here. In a stress point formulatio~ boundary particles are not potential neighbors of each other.
Thus, the potential neighbor set is augmented by adding nearby boundary particles that are then droppe~
if selecte~ by the convex hull. In a collocation particle metho~ the boundary neighbors and potential
neighbors would be present and possibly chosen as new neighbors without thought of their status as
boundary or interior particles. A problem still remains in the one-sidedness of the mapped neighborhood.
This was solved by fl.uther augmenting the potential neighbor set with a point beyond the boundary edge
formed by taking a location in the direction of the outward normal at a distance given by the maximum
eigenvalue of the anisotropy tensor, discussed above. This point is also dropped from the chosen neighbor
set. These augmented points serve to shield the particle “i” by completing a surrounding potential
neighborhood and preventing selection of extraneous neighbors. Examples are shown in [1].

3. DERIVATIVES

The conservation equations for solid continua require the divergence of the stress tensor and gradient of
the velocity vector for solution. In the “staggered” stress-point scheme where one set of points carries the
stress and the other set carries the velocity, the stress divergence is evaluated on veloci~ points using
stress point neighbors and the velocity gradient is computed on stress points using velocity point
neighbors (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2a. Velocitypoint “i” and stresspoint
neighbors“j”.
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Figure2b. Stresspoint “i” andvelocitypoint
neighbors“j”.

The stress divergence does not use information at particle “i”, where the derivatives are evaluate~
because the stress is not known on a velocity point. However, the velocity is lmown on a stress particle
because of interpolations done in order to move it. Hence, data at “i” is used in the velocity gradient
calculation. This velocity gradient approach is taken to facilitate the application of velocity boundary
conditions on boundruy stress points, allowing for communication of boundary information to the intenor
points. Appropriate formulae, derived using a moving least squares (NILS) estimate, are

where

(2a)

(2b)



and

where

(3a)

(3b)

Symbols used are defined as follows: ~j%ja-~a is the relative velocity and ~j%ja-~a the relative
coordinate of a neighbor particle “j” with respect to a given particle “i”. Note that the neighbors “j” refer
to stress points in (2) and velocity points in (3). The stress is crapand ~j is the MLS weight function.
Gradients obtained in this way reproduce, exactly, the gradients of a linear field and are therefore said to
be first order consistent. Furthermore, the dual (stress and velocity points) particle representation helps
suppress spurious zero energy modes and improves accuracy when compared with collocation (all field
variables carried on every point). Similar MLS approaches are being pursued by Belytschko and Liu [5]
and Dilts [6].

4. VISCOSITY

Particle codes have had problems with traditional forms of artificial viscosity, especially for strong shock
problems. Two of the difficulties have been that scalar viscosities are too dissipative in higher dimensions
and any viscosity based on the divergence or on strain rates requires a representative length scale over
which the shock smearing and noise dissipation is to take place. The requirements on artificial viscosity
remain similar to those stated by VonNeumann and Richtmyer [2] almost 50 years ago and the more
demanding requirements stated recently by Caramana, et al [3]. These authors were developing artificial
viscosity for use in iinhe difference settings where the meaning of a cell or interval is less ambi~ous than
for a particle setting where the neighborhood may consist of randomly arranged particles and it may be
evolving with the deformation. Considerable effort has been applied in trying to develop a satisfactory
particle code artificial viscosity to control the shocks over the appropriate particle spacing, not leave
excessive noise behind the shock and yet not unduly dissipate and disperse the ongoing simulation. We
describe a tensor viscosity formulation derived from velocity differences within the neighbor set. Both
first order viscosity (to dissipate the noise) and second order viscosity (to spread the shock over a few
particles) are developed. Example calculations involving these viscosities are given in Section 5.

The second order viscosity is discussed first. The original formulation by VonNeumann and Richtmyer
[2] of second order viscosity in one-dimension can be written as

Q,= –a2pAulAul (4)

where the velocity gradient has been written in the difference form Au/Ax. The dimensionless second
order viscosity coefficient az is stated in [2] to be nem unity.

The formulation (4) is extended to multiple dimensions by developing a tensor viscosity derived from
velocity difference vectors across a particle neighborhood of a stress point “i” of interest. The schematic
in Figure 3 shows relative position and velocity vectors used in the viscosity tensor development. The
tensor generalization of(4) on stress point “i” is

(5)

where a2 is a dimensionless second order viscosity coefficient, ~ is the density at “i”, Uati= uaj – u“i is the
relative velocity of motion particle “j” with respect to “i”. The weight fi.mction WZUis designed to allow
viscosity only for approaching particles and to favor particles with large relative velocities directed



toward “i”. A weight function that has been found to work well in strong hydrodynamic shock problems
is defined as follows:

w 2ij =0 if x~uj 20
(6)

‘2~j = ( x~uf)4 /( x; Xg)z otherwise

where ~j = xj – x is the relative position of particle “j” with respect to “i”. This weight fiction can also

be written ss I U~U~ 12 COS4 Oij where eUis the angle between the ~j and Wjvectors with the particles

-= Oall neighbors. on Since these velocity differences are formed from the stressapproaching. Qz=O if WZU
point “i” of interest successively to each of the motion particles in its neighbor se~ the differences are
over approximately half the distance across the neighborhood. Hence, the viscosity coefficient a~iis
approximately equivalent to az=l in (4). It is noted that the tensor (5) is very much like the anisotropy
tensor discussed in conjunction with the neighbor search method. This second order viscosity tensor
essentially gives a measure of the anisotropy of the relative velocity field by taking account only of the
inwardly directed portion of the field.

/Neighbor Motion Point j
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T
Relative Position Vector X“ij= X’j-x”*

● ●

~ Stress Point i of Interest
Unit Veetor from i to j nc~,=W,, 1 I@

● ●
Relative Velocity Vectoru”,, = IPj- U=i

Figure 3. Stress point neighborhood and relative vectors.

This formulation certainly does not meet all of the conditions imposed by Caraman% et al [3]. It is a
tensor formulation that is strongly directed across shock gradients and it is Galilean invariant due to its
dependence on velocity differences. It coul~ perhaps, be made independent of rigid body rotations, but
has been more difficult to make zero in purely compressive fields. A dependence only on deviators of the
velocity field may be attractive for hydrodynamic deformations, but is not satisfactory for visco-plastic
flow where the viscosity would oppose pure plastic deformation.

The first order tensor viscosity, formulated similarly, is for the purpose of removing unwanted noise,
especially that set up by the passage of the shock. It is written as

(7)
Ii

where al is a dimensionless first order viscosity coefficient, ci is tie acoustic velocity, naij = Xaij 1 Ixijl is tie

unit vector directed from “i” to “j”, and WIU is the W+$t tiction. All Ofier qu~tities in (7) me defined
as in (5). A weight fimction of unity (WIU=l) has worked well for this viscosity with no on-off switches.

This first order viscosity is examined in lD by considering a velocity field having saw-tooth oscillations
with peaks at motion particles as shown in Figure 4. Then the pertinent lD component of (7) is

Q,, = ‘a@ici Zs@(xij )Uij = alPici(uij – ‘i,j+l ) = alPici(uj – ‘j+l)

on the i’th stress point since there are only neighboring motion particles to the left (j) and right (j+l) and
the unit vector component just becomes the sign function of the differential distance. Similarly, the
viscosity on the i+l ‘th stress point becomes from (7) QI,i+I=alpi+lci+l (Uj+l - Uj+z). NOW his adjacent pair

of stress point viscosities (i and i+l) are used to form an approximate derivative of the viscosity in the
velocity update from the momentum equation as



At 6’(a-Q, )=un At t% At
W = %+1 +

——— (Qfi+l - Qfi )
Pj+l a j+l + Pj+l a Pj+lk

At t%+ alcAt
=U;+l -l——— —(u; - u;+, +U;+2 -U;+l)

pj+l % AX

(8)

where it has been assumed that the viscosities, rather than the densities or acoustic velocities dominate the
changes over thk Ax = x+1-x interval. The Courant-Friedrichs-Levy stability condition restricts the time
step to At s Ax/c ~ CPL=O.8and with al = 0.75, for example, alcAt/Ax s 0.8*0.75=0.6. Thus, the
viscosity derivative term in (8) can be intrepreted just as a conservative smoothing term, as defined in [4],
over the previous time (n) motion particle relative velocities with a coefficient of 1.2, since the factor in
(8) is applied to two velocity difference terms. The smoothing being derived from the previous time step
(n) velocity field and being applied to the current time step (n+l) velocities explains the relatively large
smoothing coefficient required to control noise.
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Figure4. Example velocity field rind discrete particles in one dimension.

The value of thk formulation is that the viscosities are in the form of dissipative stress tensom whose
divergences can be taken in the momentum equation. Note that no length scales or particle separation
distances are required in this formulation.

5. CALCULATIONS

NOIIProblem - A cold ideal gas (y=5/3) moves radially inward at unit speed. A rectangular array of
51x51 stress points and 50x50 velocity points on a 100 cm by 100 cm square was used to describe the
gas. The problem was run in a 2D axisymmetric geometry with stress points along z=O and 1=0 carrying a
symmetry boundary condition. The analytic solution has a shock propagating radially outward with
speed=U3 and density ratio=64, particle speed=O and internal ener~l/2 behind the shock. Fig. 5a
shows the stress particle positions and Fig. 5b the density profiles at 60 ys. Artificial viscosity
coefficients used were al=O.75 and az=4.O.

Tqlor Anvil - The symmetrical impact of a Copper cylinder, 0.38 cm in radius and 2.54 cm in height is
simulated with 408 stress points and 330 velocity points. The velocity of impact was 190 m/s. A Mie-
Gruneisen equation of state and Johnson-Cook visco-plasticity was used to describe the Copper. The
initial particle spacing was 0.076 cm and artificial viscosity with coefficients al=O.16, az=2.O was used.
The calculation was run with 2D axisymmetry geometry with stress points along PO and 1=0 carrying a
symmetry boundary condition. Figure 6 shows a particle plot of the simulation and experimental
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deformation when all particle motion is negligible. The final actual dimensions were 1.62 cm length and
0.68 cm radius at the contacting intefice. These calculated Ien@h was 1.60 cm and radius 0.68 cm. The
actual profile is shown as the red line in Figure 6. This data was reported by Johnson and Holmquist [7].
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Figure.5a Particlepositionscolored on pressure.
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Figure. 6. Final computedand actual shapeof CopperTayloranvil.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Three aspects of a Lagrangian particle approach to computational mechanics have been presented and
new solution techniques advanced. First, an Interior Hull method for finding neighbors was described that
selects a set of adjacent points surrounding a given poinL even in regions of large anisotropy in the
particle arrangement. Secon& a way of computing derivatives of field variables was presented that
utilizes a dual Lagrangian particle representation (stress and veloci~ points) and a Moving Least Squares
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gradient estimate. The method is consistent (to first order) and stable. l%k~ a tensor artificial viscosity
was introduced that is based on velocity differences, rather than velocity gradients and a length scale. The
second order viscosity is effective in treating shocks and the first order viscosity reduces spurious noise.
Owing to its tensor character, neither part introduces undue dissipation. Example calculations show that
the algorithms performed well over varied numerical requirements, i.e., a strong hydrodynamic shock
(Nob problem) and large plastic deformation in a solid (Taylor anvil problem). The strong shocks and
required symmetry of the Noh problem highlighted the action of the viscosity and the large particle
anisotropy in the Taylor Anvil problem especially exercised the neighbor search. We emphasize that all
three methods (neighbors, derivatives, viscosity) are conceptually simple, robust, and easily extendable to
higher dimensions.
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